Welcome guide
Changing lives ...
one book at a time!

let's
connect!
Visit us on the web:
RedPenguinBooks.com
RedPenguinProductions.com
RedPenguinClasses.com

Email
Stephanie@RedPenguinBooks.com

welcome!

Phone 516.448.4993

IT'S YOUR TIME TO SHINE!
Perhaps you're looking for an effective way to build
credibility in your field and grow your business to a new
level . . .
Maybe you've felt a book inside you for years, and even
shoved some notes into a drawer for "someday" . . .
Or possibly you're driven to write a book to help others

Facebook.com/RedPenguinBooks

—even people you've never met—to find clarity and
cohesion in their lives.
There are as many reasons to write a book as there are

Instagram.com/Stephanie.RedPenguinBooks

books to be written, and your reason, your goal and your
dreams are the right reason to write your book.

linkedin.com/in/stephanielarkin

pinterest.com/StephanieLarkinBooks
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ELLEN
Ellen is a scenic artist/mural
painter, painting sets, scenery,
and backgrounds for theatre,
TV, movies, and museum
exhibitions. We are thrilled that
Ellen's talents extend to
illustrate many of our children's
books, especially those focusing
upon wildlife and the
environment.

JANET
Janet graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Queens College
with a Bachelor’s Degree in
English, and her editor's
‘eagle-eye’ outranks even our
national bird, as we have been
known to hand her award
winning books to clock how
many errors she can discover.

JK
JK is the Editor-and-Chief of The
Red Penguin Collection, numbering
over 40 publications including
authors, poets and playwrights from
6 continents around the globe. He
graduated Magna Cum Laude from
Marymount Manhattan College in
Theater Arts, and spearheads our
creative team, from covers to
trailers and more.
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STEPHANIE
The "head penguin" who is
fortunate enough to be
surrounded by a fabulous team
everyday, so that she can focus
on important things, like
champagne toasts to celebrate
new books.

SOME ACHIEVEMENTS FROM THE PAST YEAR

We have celebrated ...
An average of 2 books published each week in 2021
Seven #1 Amazon "New Releases" this year
Book sizes ranging from short—but sweet—children's books to 1600+ page law
journals
Six book awards in 2021
Hundreds of hours of audiobooks and podcasts released
Over 250 authors promoted in 100+ episodes of "Between the Covers TV"
Authors ranging in age from 20 to 92 years old
Red Penguin Books and our authors have been featured in Newsday, the Long
Island Herald, WPIX News, the Queens Tribune, CNN, Women's World
Magazine, BOLD Magazine, and podcasts and local media too numerous to
mention.
Books published in digital, print and audio formats and available on Amazon,
Barnes n Noble, Google Play, Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Kobo, Walmart, and
bookstores throughout the world.

Read on to learn how

YOU
can become a part of the Red
Penguin Books Family

OUR MISSION

Parameters Regarding Submissions
While we do publish many books on a variety of difficult subjects, there are some that we will
not publish. Our mission is one of inspiration - not victimization or exploitation - and we hope
to change the world for the better through book publication.
To that end, we will refrain from publishing works that:
Glorify the victimization of individuals through pedophilia and incest
Allow criminals to profit via sales from actions that have harmed others
Mistreat or slander individuals on the basis of gender, race, ethnicity, religion, sexual
orientation or appearance
Demean others sexually through pornography

Our goals as a publishing house are to enlighten, entertain, encourage and empower, and never
to demean, disrespect, or discourage our readers. We actively seek out authors who will
partner with us in our mission to change the world for the better... one book at a time.
Sometimes it is difficult to determine when a submitted work has “crossed the line” into an
area (or areas) outside our proscribed publishing parameters. That is why such works are
submitted to our editorial board for final consideration. The collective decision of the board
determines our course of action, and we ask authors to respect and accept their judgment
regarding the submission’s conformity to this mission statement.

PUBLISHING

Publishing at Red Penguin Books
TRADITIONAL AND HYBRID PUBLISHING OPTIONS
At Red Penguin Books, we offer a variety of publishing programs to authors who come to us
from a range of different places on the road to publication, with needs as varied as
ghostwriting, editing, formatting and promoting their books. Authors—and prospective authors
—write in many different genres, and have different book goals, from personal to professional.
Writing a book is the adventure of a lifetime, and Red Penguin Books takes pride in giving our
authors a publishing experience that is stress-free and celebratory all the way. We LOVE books,
and we LOVE to partner with our authors to bring their books to the wider world.
At Red Penguin Books, we offer options and opportunities that are unique in the world of
publishing, and all of them are designed to keep you—the author we so deeply respect—in the
driver’s seat. At Red Penguin Books our authors:
Retain ALL copyrights and ownership of their manuscripts. As policy, when we lay out and
format your book and cover, you will receive copies of all of your files.
Are included in all of our Red Penguin Books promotional activities, including television
appearances, regular email and social media postings of their books and book-related
events, book reviews and worldwide book distribution.
Benefit from generous book royalties – 50% of net book royalties for our authors in our
Traditional Publishing program and 80% of net book royalties for our Hybrid Program
authors.
Special pricing of print books delivered to them anywhere, which they can sell at whatever
price they wish.
Retain all creative rights—and give us their final approval on cover design, book layout,
pricing—everything that affects their book.

PUBLISHING

The Global Edit

A CURATED COLLECTION OF LITERATURE FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

The Global Edit is the first official imprint of Red Penguin Books, and exclusively publishes
works submitted by international authors and/or literature specifically chosen for its in-depth
depiction of a foreign culture or globally-relevant theme. The inclusion of these perspectives is
vital to understanding the diversity and uniqueness of our world.
The purpose of this branch of Red Penguin Books is to amplify the voices of our neighbors
around the world. Designed mainly to empower non-American authors to share their
perspectives with Red Penguin’s primarily American audience, The Global Edit welcomes both
fiction and nonfiction novels as well as submissions of poetry, short story collections, essays,
plays, and works of memoir.
All submissions from non-American authors are considered for The Global Edit while other
submissions from American authors may be accepted on a case-by-case basis.

PUBLISHING

Emperor Books

SELECTED AUTHORS OF EXCELLENCE

We are thrilled and proud to introduce our newest traditional publishing imprint,
Emperor Books.
Emperor Books features award-winning writers whose fiction focuses upon a message
and mission whose broader scope appeals to a wide audience. Authors are selected
based upon their prior catalog of work, excellence of writing, and unique literary voice.
Applicants for publishing are considered for all imprints and programs here at Red
Penguin Books. To apply for publication, please fill out an application form at
https://redpenguinbooks.com/apply-for-publication/

PUBLISHING

The Red Penguin Collection

Exciting publishing opportunity
The Red Penguin Collection is a program for new and emerging authors
– along with established authors – to publish their work in short form.
Each collection is an anthology that will focus on a different theme or
genre, ranging from mystery and romance to coming of age and social
changes. Interested authors will submit up to 5,000 words of short
stories, essays or excerpts. If Red Penguin accepts the submission for
the limited spots in each Collection, the submission will be published
and promoted through Red Penguin Books.
Visit redpenguinbooks.com/the-red-penguin-collection for details and
submission deadlines.

PUBLISHING

Apply for Book Publication

While it would be impossible make a list of criteria here – as each
manuscript is evaluated individually – some things we consider include:
With a non-fiction book, is the author well known in their field, so that
the book would be launched to an audience of interested readers?
Is there something unique about the book that would make it
desirable on a larger scale?
Will there be an opportunity for bulk sales – for example, as a textbook
or other book for use by organizations?
Has this author released other books, so that they have a fan base in
place?
Is the manuscript enticing, entertaining and/or enthralling as
appropriate?
With fiction – is there an opportunity for a book series, as many genre
readers prefer series books?
These are just some of the questions which are considered when
evaluating an author and manuscript for our publishing house. If you
would like to partner with Red Penguin for traditional or hybrid
publishing, please visit redpenguinbooks.com/submit-manuscript

ONLINE CLASSES

Learn more ... ONLINE!
From character development to
planning your plot, story arc to
writing techniques, get started on
creative writing with adventure
author Margreit Maitland on the
adventure of writing.

Learn different styles of poetry,
receive feedback on your own
work, and grow in confidence in
this hands-on poetry workshop
with award winning poet Linda
Trott Dickman.

Writing a book and selling a
book are vastly different
activities, so learn to study
the top sellers, optimize your
Amazon listing, build an
audience, and sell more
books.

Visit RedPenguinClasses to sign up - for these and even
more exciting online courses.

MEDIA

Join us "On The Air!"
Between the Covers
The show for readers ... and writers ... and lovers ...
of BOOKS!
Airing every Wednesday at 7pm EST, host Stephanie interviews authors from
around the globe, bringing their books and stories to viewers on internet TV,
YouTube and Facebook.
If you'd like to be a guest on the show, visit BetweenTheCoversTV.com to sign up.
Between the Covers TV is produced by Red Penguin Productions.

The Author Corner
Airing on Verizon and Cable TV throughout Long Island
and the New York area, The Author Corner is our chance
to meet the authors you'll want to read.
Guest authors join Stephanie for an in-depth discussion
of their books, writing methods and future work on the
show.
The Author Corner is produced by Four Village Studio in
Floral Park, New York.

Once and Future Authors Podcast
Each week, Stephanie meets with authors and publishing
experts to tap into their experiences and expertise,
taking you through the processes and strategies of
getting your book finished and published.
There is one book out there that can change your life,
and that is the book you write, so welcome aboard!

SERVICES

Kickstarter Campaigns
If you’ve never visited Kickstarter before, do yourself a favor and check it out! The latest gatchets
and gizmos - so new, they haven’t even hit the market yet - can be found there, along with art,
music, and a slew of other interesting items and experiences.
Authors and other creators have been using Kickstarter to fund their artistic and creative
endeavors, and we have had several authors fund their publications through Kickstarter. In fact,
our successful Ukraine anthology and fundraiser included Kickstarter in building the audience and funds - for this worthy cause.
If you are interested in funding your publication with Kickstarter, Red Penguin Books can help to
make that dream a reality. Keep in mind that the most successful Kickstarter campaigns general
include one or more of the following:
A prospective author with a pre-established audience, meaning thousands of social media
connections, personal contacts or newsletter subscribers
Subject matter that is incredibly unique and timely, unlike anything currently on the market
A tie-in with a non-profit or other organization which will be backing the project and sharing it
with their audience
A book with many stakeholders - meaning, people who have either contributed to the book or
who are anxiously awaiting its publication for their own benefit
If any of these describes you and your book, a Kickstarter campaign may be a perfect fit!
Please note***
No Kickstarter campaigns are guaranteed, and while our goal is certainly to increase sponsorships,
from a quantitative perspective, our goals will focus upon those areas over which we have the most
objective control - namely, increasing impressions. Donating to a publishing project is subjective,
so we approach Kickstarter marketing in an objective way whenever possible.
Pricing: Kickstarter Campaign development is only available in conjunction with a Red Penguin
Books publishing package. The set-up fee of $350 will be ‘rolled-into’ the campaign expenses, so
that the author does not incur upfront costs.

SERVICES

Amazon Ad Campaigns and A+ Content
With so many books hitting the market - over 2,500 added each day! - it is easy for your book to
get lost in the shuffle. Sponsored Ads on Amazon give you the chance to place your book
prominently on the pages - and in the searches - that have the greatest potential to increase
exposure and sales.
We are delighted to be offering a 3-pronged approach to developing Amazon Ad Campaigns for
interested authors.
Keywords Generation
We begin with your own desires. How do you categorize your book? What books and authors do
you believe to be comparable to your work? Using these guidelines, we can develop a list of
hundreds of keywords and comparables to place your book in the appropriate Amazon databases.
Description Optimization and A+/Enhanced Brand Content
Once a person lands on your page, we want to be sure that your Amazon sales page is as enticing
as possible in order to close the sale. We will begin with your book description - including
keywords and comparables where appropriate - and then will continue on down the page adding
A+/Enhanced Brand Content to further engage the prospective buyer. A+/Enhanced Brand
Content is the Amazon term for the graphics one can include below the copy on an Amazon sales
page in order to further engage the web browser with your book.
Amazon Ad Campaign Set-Up
Putting it all together, we will set up your ad campaign - actually, several campaigns - focusing one
on keywords, one on categories, and one on comparable books. We will gear it to your comfort
level for daily budget, so that you will have complete control over how much money is spent daily
on ads. Finally, we will check back in 2 weeks, and then again, in 4 weeks, to see how the various
segments are performing, and tweak your ad campaigns to focus upon those areas which are
showing the most profit potential.

SERVICES

The Value of Your Own Author Website
When you have your own author website, you have complete control over its design, its content,
and how you will use it to attract an audience and increase sales of your book.
Just $30 per month with a $199 set-up fee (or $25 a month paid in full – so $599 upfront or $199
plus $30 per month).
If you would like an eCommerce set-up – so that you can process orders and credit card payments
directly on your site!— the one-time set-up charge is just $299 – upgrade at any time.
What a deal—for a low one-time fee, you can:
choose from out selected layouts/themes specifically chosen to feature books
send along the information you would like to include, including picture, text, PDFs/downloads
and links
your site will be set-up to your specifications in just 2 weeks!
your website is easy to edit, so you can log in at anytime to post your blog, add events or
feature your latest book
After that, your monthly fee covers:
24/7 hosting, so that your website is always available
maintenance, in case there is an issue that needs tending
updates—just send along any new information, pictures, etc., and we’ll take care of it. You can
easily post yourself OR send your updates to us—it is that simple!
Your site will include:
Book purchase links to all online retail sites
Events - from flyers and registrations to photos afterward
Blog posts - to continue your engagement with your readers
Email capture form to create a listing of your subscribers' email addresses, and integration with
MailChimp, a marketing platform and email marketing service, for building an audience
Photos, videos, custom forms ... whatever you need!
Call today and have your website ready before you know it!

SERVICES

Additional Services
EXTRA SERVICES AND HELPFUL ADD-ONS

Typing
If your book is handwritten, never
fear! Red Penguin Books has

Audiobooks
Worldwide publication and distribution—
including Amazon, Audible, Google Play,
Kobo and Apple

professional typists on staff ready
to get your book from ink-on-

Fully edited audio files to industry

paper to text-on-screen . . . and

standards

finally between the covers of your
new book!

As podcasts are booming in popularity and
we would like to attract as wide an audience
as possible, your audiobook will also be

Just $0.03 per word

Video Book Trailer
A video book trailer is a great
addition to your Amazon page and
author website, as well as a
memorable way to plug your book on
social media.
Trailers can include text, images,
video clips and music, and can tell—

released as a weekly podcast.

Ghost Writing
From personal memories to
corporate manuals, have our team
write your book for you. Pricing will
include one-on-one meetings with
the author (in person, video and/or
phone, depending upon availability)
for personal projects, as well as
research and citations for business

and sell!—your story to potential

projects.

readers with style.

Please call for custom
pricing

$200 and up

let's Get Started!
My goal is to make your dreams a reality—
from start to print. Whether you have a
manuscript ready to be formatted, laid out
and published, or a myriad of ideas still
running through your head, I would be
privileged to walk alongside you in this journey,
celebrating your milestones and encouraging
(heck, even nagging!) you through the
droughts.
Perhaps you have no reams of paper (or even
post-it notes!) and no thoughts buzzing
around your brain—never fear! Whether you
are seeking coaching and guidance to open
the creative floodgates or a ghostwriter to hold
the reigns, you've come to the right place.

Call today and be
published ... and cue the
confetti in celebration ...
in no time!
Stephanie@RedPenguin
Books.com
516.448.4993

Learn More
RedPenguinBooks.com
Publishing services for today's authors

RedPenguinProductions.com
Audiobooks and podcasts

RedPenguinClasses.com
Online Courses for writers

RedPenguinAuthors.com
Inexpensive and customizable
websites for authors

